
 

 
  

         

 

 



Summary 
 
“Sus Ojos” is a videogame developed for the final degree project of “Videogame design and               

development”. It’s a serious game focused on criticizing the specism using game and narrative              

design (mainly level design and environmental storytelling; integrating narrative in the gameplay).            

This project is a first person 3D game that allows the player to live an immersive experience. The                  

player will be able to interact with different items and to solve problems for going forward and,                 

desirably, unraveling the deep conspiracy that is behind Hamco7 S.L. The development of the              

project is divided in different blocks, such as game design, narrative design, modelling,             

programming the core of the project as well as developing a dialogue system suitable for the game                 

needs. 
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1.1 Objectives 
 

The main objective was creating a videogame that may be interesting as a reflection about a social                 

problem that feels very important for our future as a society (and, also, for Earth’s future). 

It combines puzzles that will allow the player to go forward on the game with the interaction of the                   

player and the bunch of interactable items of the environment that makes the stage where the                

game takes place feel alive and as real as possible. 

The predominant tone of the game is a serious one but it allows the existence of some humor and                   

metadiscursive elements too. 

 

To being able to accomplish this game feeling the stage has to be believable but, also, it’s made                  

so that both, the player and me, know that the space where the game and the story exist is a                    

fictional one, made by a designer, which allows me to introduce some little jokes about the                

convenience of the elements of a game. 

The story that’s told needs to be deep and emotional because the main objective is making the                 

player feel empathy. Also, of course, it needs to be interesting enough as it’s important that the                 

player is curious about what’s going to happen next or what’s he/she going to discover about                

Hamco7 (the evil company where the main character works) and its criminal activities. 

The puzzles are relatively simple since the objective of the game isn’t to challenge the player                

abilities in that ways. That’s because what “Sus Ojos” tries to achieve is an exploration feeling for                 

him/her allowing the player to look carefully to the different items along the game space and                

interacting with them. 

The atmosphere that imbues the game is very dark so the sound aspects of the game are specially                  

thought to contribute to that sensation of “suspense”. 

And, obviously, the game needs an interaction system that allows the player to pick up, use, read                 

or react to different elements that there are along the stage; also, a dialogue system is a must, too,                   

because it is the vehicle that is going to drive the player through the story that’s hidden around                  

Hamco7 S.L. 

 

In summary, the main objectives are: 

- A game based on the narrative design. 

- A game that doesn’t force the player to watch its story but to interact with it. 

- A game with realistic but simple graphics that can recreate a “real” place. 
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- A story that may interest the player and a story that shares with him/her my personal point                 

of view on a certain social and political issue 

- A game where narrative is integrated in the gameplay. 

 

1.2 Why this topic? 
 

In the first place, antispecism or veganism is truly important for me since I changed my mind about                  

the exploitation of non-human animals some years ago. Also, there isn’t enough visibilization for              

this political/ethical choice in our society. A way of contributing to “the cause” is talking about it and                  

discussing it with the potential players of the game. 

Related to what I just said I think that this approachment to the antispecism is quite original in the                   

industry since i didn’t see any game with a story that involves this topic in a serious way, trying to                    

raise awareness between its players.  

Furthermore, I emphasize the narrative and level design aspects of the game because, at the               

moment, the videogame industry still relies too much in mechanics created and thought without              

relation to the narrative part of the game. Sometimes it (almost) destroys the game since the player                 

can obviously notice it. 

That’s why, for some time now, I’m playing games that focus on creating a coherent experience                

using the narrative design and its mechanics, which makes the experience really enjoyable.  

These games influenced me in that way and they were an inspiration to me. 

 

1.3 Planning 

 

1 February - 28 February 

Working on documents such as PT and GDD. Also, looking for inspirational references. 

1 March - 31 March 

Development and improvement of the story of the game. Design of the levels and puzzles. 

1 April - 30 April 

Thinking about the game space and how to do it. Thinking about the elements that will exist on                  

that space, too. Looking for some assets or models that could be useful. 

1 May - 15 May 

Development of the reception and office zones of the game; also, development of the player               
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movement and the first person camera. Implementation of the flashlight and its functionality.             

Thinking about which information will be contained in each interactable item. 

15 May - 31 May 

Dialogue system implementation and design of simple HUD elements. Implementation of the            

interacting system and its relationship with the dialogue system. Including some items and             

writing the dialogues that that items will trigger when interacting with them. Also, the last two                

zones (control room and the prison are, partially, developed and thought). 

1 June - 17 June 

Implementation of a shader for the computer screens to shine. Working with post-processing             

lighting treatment and effects. Development of the keyboard input (for writing the password             

ingame) code and locating the items that allow to complete it. Testing, debugging, fixing bugs or                

mistakes. Writing of the memory. 

18 June - 23 June 

Development of the audio manager system. Also, research of the sound effects that will be used                

for the project (and customization of these sounds). Implementation of the main menu and the               

pause menu of the game. Design and implementation of HUD elements of the project. Testing,               

debugging and fixing bugs (building, also, the project to test it). Writing of the memory. 

23 June - 30 June 

Including some interactable items and writing the dialogues that that items will trigger when              

interacting with them. Development of the “clues” menu. Rectifying some dialogues that were             

implemented before. Implementing the slider color change depending on the amount of energy.             

Writing of the memory. 

 

The time needed for each type of task is estimated: 

 

15h Documentation about narrative games and their techniques. 

20h Testing, debugging and fixing bugs. 

12.5h Implementation of audio manager and research of sound effects 

12.5h Working on the HUD design and implementation. 

50h Thinking about the story, writing it extensively, designing the levels (in 
parallel) and mixing the levels and the story. 
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60h Writing documents (PT, GDD, memory…) and fixing mistakes about them. 

65h Programming the different features of the game. 

60h Looking for graphic elements for the game, customizing them, creating 
some graphic elements and the zones of the game space. 

5h Implementing the main menu and the pause menu. 
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2.1 Overview 

 

2.1.1 Game concept 

 

“Sus ojos” is a first person 3D game. The main character is “55481” (that’s because in this                 

dystopian society people are not even named as it used to be) and he’s just a guard working for                   

Hamco7 S.L. (a company which sells meat products and products based on, for example, milk).               

After some weeks working for Hamco7 without incidences, lights are switched off while he is               

walking around the reception (as can be seen in figure 1). If the player wants to discover what’s                  

really happening he/she will need to solve some puzzles. And, to solve them, the player will have                 

to explore the environment and interact with different items (but just some of them are related with                 

the puzzles, there are some of them that only tell him/her relevant or irrelevant information about                

the company).  

 

2.1.2 Genre 

 

It’s similar to a walking simulator. The game is totally based on exploring the environment and                

interacting with the items that the player is going to be able to find there. Obviously, the game is                   

mainly focused on the narrative elements using the level design as base. 
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2.1.3 Target audience 

 

It’s not a game made thinking on the big audience, obviously. The topic that imbues the whole                 

game isn’t important for everyone. Also, the most part of the young audience is more interested on                 

mechanical based and action games while the narrative ones usually are more abstract or paused. 

Anyway, for people from 20 to 35 (approx.) that are interested in the indie stage of the industry it                   

may be a project that they would like to explore calmly; and also people who look for a deep                   

discourse within a game, not just fun or addictive mechanics. 

 

2.1.4 How it feels? 

The experience is thought to make the player feel insecure about where he/she is since the whole                 

stage is very dark and the player just has a flashlight that consumes his/her own vital energy. The                  

player will have to decide when he/she wants to spend his energy for being able to look clearly at                   

some details of the playable stage that may be necessary for solving the puzzles or knowing some                 

parts of the Hamco7’s conspiracy. It’s not a terror game, but the atmosphere is oppressive and the                 

information the player will get won’t calm him/her. 

 

2.2 Gameplay and mechanics 

 

2.2.1 Gameplay 

 

The player moves around the stage using a first person view and the 3D stage allows him/her to                  

interact with items and solve puzzles with the information that he/she recollects.  

 

2.2.2 Game progression 

 

“Sus ojos” is a narrative game. The flow of the levels is linear; so, the player needs to complete the                    

first level to go forward to the second one, and the second one is always the same level. It’s not so                     

linear in story terms because the amount of information that the player knows about Hamco7’s               

intentions and its crimes just depends on him/her. But, obviously, the story can’t change; what’s               

different is what the player knows or thinks about what’s happening. 

 

2.2.3 Are there missions/tasks? 

 

This game works like other narrative games (for example, Stanley Parable) referring to the fact that                

there isn’t a “task list” where the game directly tells the player what does he/she have to achieve to                   
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go through the levels of the game and finish it. Once the game begins, is the player who has to                    

decide where to go and what to do and there are just little clues along the environment which can                   

help him/her if he/she pays attention.  

It’s all up to the player. 

 

2.2.4 Objectives 

 

There are quite a lot of “objectives”, objectively, but there are not many that are necessary to                 

complete the game. It’s because “Sus Ojos” wants the player to feel free to choose if he/she wants                  

to just complete the levels or he/she wants to explore and understand the background of the game;                 

because it’s a priority for the game that the player explores in an unforced way, without being a                  

“narrative hostage”. I consider that a game has the player as a narrative hostage when it forces                 

him/her to watch big amounts of information that, maybe, he/she doesn’t care about (for example,               

using cutscenes where the player loses the control of the game) and the game will avoid it as much                   

as possible. 
 

2.2.5 Controls 

 

The game is controlled using     

mouse and keyboard   

because it suits better the     

game purpose; being a first     

person game it’s more    

accurate to move the camera     

with the mouse than with a      

joystick. 

Controls are mapped (as can     

be seen in figure 2) in a way        

that is comfortable for the     

player and allows him/her to move while he/she looks around using the mouse, lighting with the                

flashlight and, also, being able to interact with items. 

 

2.2.6 Physics and Objects 

 

The character moves with constant speed when he does and he collides with the elements of the                 

environment since it’s in 3D and we can walk around the whole office of Hamco7 and the only limit                   
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are the walls, doors or objects of it. The character can’t jump or implement any movements                

different than just walking. 

 

If we focus, now, on the objects that we can find in the game the player will be able to interact with                      

three different types of items. The player may easily differentiate between them because of their               

distinguishing colors: 

- Consumable objects: the player will be able to find some objects along the environment that               

will allow him/her to recover some energy (depending of which consumable object) that             

he/she will be using for being able to look easily to the different stage elements, because                

this energy is the “fuel” for the flashlight. Also, the consumable objects are Hamco7’s              

products like, for example, milkshakes. Narratively it makes sense since machines, now,            

work with vital energy from living animals.  

These objects will be recognizable because of their shades of red. 

- Objects that enrich the environment narratively: they may, sometimes, reveal relevant           

information about the conspiracy (but not necessary information for completing the levels of             

the game) that will help the player to unravel, little by little, the story that’s hidden behind                 

the company if he/she wants to accomplish it. For example, the player can find in a drawer                 

(if he/she picked up the key) a folder with some documents about the investigation that               

Hamco7 carried out about his employees and their possible link with HAL (an antiespecist              

“terrorist” organization that I will explain along the narrative block of the document). 

But, other times, the objects will be there just for making the stage feel more organic,                

realistic and alive. For example, at the beginning of the game, the player can interact with a                 

coffee maker or a paper cup that won’t give him/her any relevant information about the               

story but make the reception a place easier to imagine (as a real one) and where the player                  

can feel immersed. 

These objects will be recognizable because of their shades of green. 

- Key objects to complete levels: these objects may, also, have some necessary information             

for the development of the main narrative arch (as the ones that are just above these ones)                 

but, mainly, they allow the player to complete the different levels that he/she will have to                

overcome as he/she goes forward in the game. And, logically, as they give the player that                

information to finish the levels of the game they’re the only required objects that he/she               

won’t be able to avoid. For example, one of the key objects for getting the password                

required in the first level is an old photograph of the main character and his parents, which                 

also has on its backside one of the numbers of the password and a little clue about who’s                  

helping you in the game. 

These objects will be recognizable because of their shades of blue. 
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As the game is, essentially, very dark and the player, sometimes, may be not able to use the                  

flashlight, the interactable items will enlight a bit with a little halo (using the color that distinguish                 

that type of object) when the player is looking at them while being near enough of them. This will                   

also help to emphasize which item is the player interacting with if there are a bunch of them                  

“together”. 

 

2.2.7 Actions 

 

This section of the document will be divided among four points: 

- Actions that the player can’t do: the player won’t be able to jump or run; he/she won’t be                  

able to move objects like tables, chairs, etcetera. The player won’t be able, neither, to talk                

to other person, directly, along the game. 

- Actions that the player has to do: the player necessarily has to find few clues (interacting                

with items) for solving the puzzles that block him/her from going forward to the next level. 

- Actions that the player is able to do: this point is the largest one because my main intention,                  

when I thought about the game, was letting to the player the decision of what to do with the                   

interactable environment that’s given to him/her and not forcing him/her to know information             

that he/she doesn’t want to know. 

The player can choose between picking or not picking the flashlight and (if it’s picked)               

using it afterwards for lighting his/her way. He/she will be able to interact (or not) with every                 

single object (excluding the key objects, that are required to complete the game) that’s              

thought as an interactable one. That allows the player to decide how much time or effort                

does he/she wants to invest on the environmental “research”. 

- Actions that are rewarded or punished: Consuming the Hamco7’s products rewards the            

player since it allows him/her to use the lantern for more time but, also, narratively punish                

the player because, in the end, he/she will get to know that its products are made from                 

innocent people. At this point could be possible to include, too, the “research” actions about               

the story that aren’t required to finish the game, but qualifying these actions as rewards and                

not making them as punishments doesn’t make any sense to me. 

 

2.2.8 Screen flow 

 

At the beginning, the player will be able to interact with the main menu and it will allow him/her to                    

begin the game, look at the controls or quit the game. 

The whole game space exists in the same scene since it’s not really large.  

The first person camera won’t have any cuts. 
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2.2.9 Game options 

 

The game just needs the main menu and the pause menu. It doesn’t make any sense to implement                  

volume or lighting settings since the game needs to be played as it was thought; because                

environmental sounds and darkness are very important for the development of the game             

experience. 

 

2.3 Interface 

 

2.3.1 HUD 

 

The Head-Up-Display of “Sus Ojos” is quite simple: it’s composed of the energy bar that shows up                 

after the player picks the flashlight (if he/she does it) and measures how long we can use that                  

flashlight. The game doesn’t implement a health bar since there aren’t “dead conditions” or lose               

conditions. 

But it implements different elements such as dialogue boxes that show or hide whenever the player                

interacts with an item. There are, too, boxes with a text inside that are shown to the player when                   

they’re looking at an interactable item while being near enough, informing the player that he/she               

should use ‘E’ for interacting. 

 

2.3.2 Menu 

 

The main menu of the game allows the player to start the game and begin the experience, to check                   

game controls or to close the game. 

 

The pause menu allows the player to resume or quit the game. 

 

The “clues” menu allows the player to take a look at the clues he/she already discovered if he/she                  

needs it. 
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3.1 Narrative references 
 

I’ve used several games as inspiration for my project. My game is a walking simulator focused on                 

the environment exploration. 

 

In the first place, “The     

Stanley Parable” (Davey   

Wreden, 2011) (figure 3)    

since the main character is     

left alone in an, apparently,     

empty company and the    

player has to explore the     

environment and get to    

know what’s happening   

there. In my project there     

isn’t a dialogue with the     

narrator because I didn’t feel like it suited my idea. It gives the player the feeling that I want to                    

achieve: feeling so alone and “small” in a big and empty building. 

Even if I don’t implement that “narrator game” I admire the way that “The Stanley Parable” breaks                 

the fourth wall and I will include some elements that build that idea of how convenient are some                  

things in games. 

 
 

From “This war of    

mine” (11 bit studios,    

2014) (figure 4) I like,     

specially, the serious   

and trascendental  

tone. I mean, it’s a     

game that isn’t fun at     

all (at least, if we refer      

to the typical meaning    

for “fun”); this is really     
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interesting about this game because I think it’s a new tendency that is growing inside the industry                 

focused on making games that want to tell something to the player, and they invest their efforts,                 

mainly, on sharing ideas or emotions with the player. 

The developers put the players to very difficult situations where there isn’t a right answer or a “win                  

condition”, there are just decisions and its consequences.  

 
“Gone home” (Fullbright, 2013) (figure     

5) is the most inspirational of these       

games for me. I really think they       

manage to get the player in the story        

and make him/her get involved and      

interested about what’s the hidden truth      

on the family of the controllable      

character. 

At the same time, they let the decision        

to the player. I mean, they don’t try to         

force the player to explore or unravel       

the argument of the game if he/she doesn’t want to.  

That’s incredibly hard to do and that’s why “Sus Ojos” tries to follow their design path. When the                  

intention of exploring and knowing what’s after the surface is born from the player and isn’t                

required, the developers can be satisfied of what they’ve done. 

 
“Portal” (Valve Corporation, 2007)    

(figure 6) is a masterpiece. Its level       

design is perfectly made. It has, also,       

one of the best villains of      

videogames; GLaDOS is a “living”     

and organic character that imbues     

the game with humor, suspense…     

she is an emotional roller coaster. 

But, for this project I focused on the        

environment narrative of “Portal”    

since it hides its real face behind a        

mask of science and experimentation but if the player looks for carefully will be able to find some                  

spaces that give him/her information about the conspiracy that’s really happening there. These             

elements are, of course, not required to complete the game but they create a narrative layer that                 
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may change the mind of the player or warn him/her about the catastrophic future that he/she is                 

going to. 

 

I used a documentary as a      

reference, too. It’s   

“Cowspiracy” (Kip  

Andersen and Keegan   

Kuhn, 2014) (figure 7) and     

its main topic is the animal      

suffering in our society. It’s     

a really important problem    

because it’s not just an     

ethical problem; I mean,    

obviously, I’m against of    

harming animals that can feel pain or exploit them but, also, veganism is one way of helping to                  

save the planet in several ways. Because we will be able to feed more people using “non-animal”                 

products than we do now and because the high amount of animals that we grow to “feed” people                  

generate (specially cows) an enormous amount of harmful gases that don’t help the planet at all. 

This documentary helped me to realize that I wasn’t being coherent and that we all need to work                  

together if we want to make a fairer society and if we want to heal our planet (if we’re still able to do                       

it). 
 

“Okja” (Bong Joon-ho, 2017)    

(figure 8) helped me to     

understand (even more) the    

friendship and “family feeling”    

that animals that live with us can       

share with us. The point for me       

is that the main character of this       

film (named “Mija”), without a     

moment’s hesitation, leaves her    

life for following her friend, her      

family, “Okja” (“Okja” is a mutant      

extremely big pig). Mija doesn’t     

want money or whatever other     

thing that a company can offer. That means so much and we need to remember it more often. 
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In my game it’s the same, but instead of “Okja” what the main character, finally, will find is his                   

parents, and that love doesn’t discriminate because of specie. 

 

It’s very significative   

that “Salvados” (Jordi   

Évole, 2008) has   

dedicated a program to    

the abuse that animals    

were suffering inside of    

“El Pozo” company   

(figure 9; on 2018,    

February 5). Even if I     

don’t agree with the    

program point of view    

most of the time, it’s     

very important that this topic is being more and more relevant in the media and, therefore, in our                  

society. That’s, also, what this project tries to do; to put the specism on the table and discuss about                   

it. 

 

Finally, “The Handmaid’s Tale” (Bruce Miller,      

2017) (figure 10) uses a dystopian society to        

represent a social problem. Fertile women are       

used by a society sector that, now, rules the         

world in order to repopulate it (or that’s their         

excuse to abuse of that women). “Sus Ojos”,        

similarly, exists in a world ruled by those        

unethical ones that just care about the profit        

they can get from the rest; but, like happens         

with “The Handmaid’s Tale” this is all covered        

by a tense mask that everybody knows that is         

false but, anyway, they all reluctantly accept       

it. 
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3.2 Main story 
 

“Sus Ojos” starts “in medias res” . A dystopian society now rules the world. People aren’t as                

“individual” as they used to be, now they don’t even have names (at least, legally). People are                 

exploited without mercy and now they’re used, also, as living batteries to keep machines working.               

Frontiers between human animals rights and the rest of the animals rights are more diffuse than                

ever before.  

Our main character, named “55481”, is an orphan that lost his parents when he was 8 years old.                  

They were people with limited financial resources but involved in political organizations that fought              

for animal rights (humans and non-humans). They disappeared, suddenly. And his son was raised              

by different foster families. When 55481 was sixteen he arrived to a family where he, finally, fitted                 

in. They’re hardworking people, good people.  

Back to the present, 55481 now is nineteen and his adoptive parents helped him get a job as a                   

night guard for Hamco7 S.L.; this company is one of the biggest and most important on the meat                  

sector. Along the last years some scandals related to Hamco7 S.L. showed up but they were                

silenced quickly by the “competent authorities”. Also, HAL (a “terrorist” organization) has committed             

several terrorist attacks to Hamco7 S.L. (always without victims) but the company hasn’t been able               

to catch them and imprison them (or something worse). 

Anyway, 55481 doesn’t know much about these fight between Hamco7 and HAL. He’s been              

working for Hamco7 just for a few weeks. 

These weeks were really calmed, without incidences for 55481; but, today, while he is taking a look                 

at Hamco7's reception, lights are switched off (computers aren’t switched off because the electric              

generator is focused on them, avoiding to lose work). 55481 is frightened and he finds a flashlight                 

in the reception table. He finds near the flashlight a blue post-it that tells him to “look for the blue to                     

find the truth”. 55481 is still scared but, also, curious. He explores carefully the office until he finds                  

the 4 number password that opens a room of Hamco7’s building and also some information about                

his parents; they were, maybe, linked to HAL as that Hamco7’s employee (“43516”) that was               

researched by the company. He’s quite interested, he doesn’t know much about his parents, so he                

decides to go forward and reach the end of this. 

The room, apparently, has a bunch of screens and computers (used for controlling the employees).               

For being able to open the door that leads to where the animals used for making the products are,                   

he has to find the ID and the password of a person that has privileges that allow him/her to unlock                    

that door. 55481 goes to the desktop where he found the research of the company about 43516                 

and HAL. It’s the desk of an undercover spy working for Hamco7's management and once he finds                 

his/her personal information (not in a legal way, but the situation is weird enough to do it like that)                   

he returns to the “control room” and introduces the data, unlocking the door. 
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The corridor that leads to the room       

behind that last door is really long, cold        

and it doesn’t look “good” like the rest        

of the building. 55481 walks slowly, he       

can smell blood residues on the air and        

he hears some whispers that sound      

quite human. As he approaches to the       

room he notices that something shines      

in the darkness, the atmosphere gets      

more and more oppressive and the      

laments are louder. He, finally, notices that the shines are eyes from people (figure 11). Tortured                

people. 

55481 is shocked. He hears a voice remotely familiar. 43516 tells him the real situation and how                 

innocent people with limited financial resources are kidnapped and used as batteries and meat for               

the products made on Hamco7. 43516 is a member from HAL, but HAL doesn’t seem to be what                  

the company was telling its employees. 55481 starts getting calmed because, also, 43516 seems              

to know him. In the end, 43516 tells 55481 carefully that his mother was imprisoned there and that                  

his father died long time ago because the meat industry is just interested in females. His parents                 

were involved with HAL before they disappeared. While crying, 55481 follows 43516 to the point               

where the freed people was escaping using a "handmade" tunel. 55481’s mother turns and looks               

him. Tears start sprouting from her eyes and she hugs him while she weeps. 55481 can hear his                  

mother say “oh my..., I can’t believe it, Jack. You’re here, alive”. 

 

3.2.1 Extra-info about the society: living animals as batteries 

 

Some time before the story of the game takes place a scientific research, privately financed,               

discovered that the vital energy of living animals could be used by companies (or the government                

itself) as organic batteries. It was powered by governments and enterprises along the world since               

conventional energies were running out really fast and they were going to disappear. 

It was the beginning of the decrement of rights for human and non-human animals. Non-human               

animals suffered first as it’s usual in our society. But, at some point, it wasn’t enough since                 

non-human animals were necessary to satisfy the privileged people’s palate. So it was human’s              

turn. People with limited financial resources and activists started disappearing. Governments           

silenced the police investigations easily and disturbs were repressed without mercy. An aura of              

tense everydayness imbued the days of the proletarian people that, now, shared their pain with the                

rest of the animals. 
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Once that companies understood that kidnapping humans serving to their interests was easy and,              

absolutely, plausible they used them as raw materials for their meat products too (arriving, more or                

less, to the moment when the game takes place). 

Along the game stage the player will be able to find different information about using vital energy                 

as “fuel” for the society and the process I just explained above. For example, scientific articles                

about how the research started. 

 

3.3 Characters 
 

The relevant characters of the game will be described at this point (also, there are reference                

images for the characters): 

 

- 55481 (Jack): he’s the main character of the game and the playable character. He’s just                

becoming an adult when the game begins. His childhood was marked by instability since he lost his                 

parents when he was eight. Even in that situation he was really curious but he tended to be                  

conflictive because he wasn’t good at being obedient. That’s why he wasn’t able to find a family                 

where he could fit in until he was sixteen. Usually, families got tired quickly (after few months or,                  

even, weeks) and returned him to the orphanage, where the process repeated again and again. He                

was quite clever and learnt very fast when he was able to do it but the frequency of his relocations                    

trastocated his school learning. If we combine it with the fact that he usually got bored on classes it                   

resulted in academic failure. Academic failure was pretty usual since government didn’t invest too              

much on people’s education, specially if we talk of people with problems (it didn't matter the type of                  

problem: economic, psychological...); quality education was just for people with financial resources. 

So when he finally got a family who cared enough to try to know and understand him it was kinda                    

late for going back to school. His adoptive parents talked to him and they decided to help him                  

applying to a job which didn’t need high qualifications; by coincidence, the company that accepted               

him was Hamco7 and the job offered was being night guard on one of their buildings. It wasn’t a                   

really special job to do and they didn’t pay too much but he wanted to help his “new family” and                    

money was hard to get; every single source of income (didn’t matter how small it was) was                 

welcome. 

He didn’t use to talk about it but he didn’t forget his parents in any moment of his life and he always                      

felt sad and confused about his disappearance, it was really weird that they didn’t come back for                 

him because he knew that they weren’t dead (at least, legally). When he used to escape from his                  

adoptive families being young what he was really doing was looking for his parents, asking               

wherever he thought it could be a chance of getting some clue about them. His adoptive parents                 

were comprehensive people, even good people and he got to love them, but he used to feel empty,                  

incomplete. 
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Jack doesn’t need a reference image since he is the character controlled by the player. That                

favours the identification of the player with the character, increasing the immersion which is a really                

important element in this game because it makes the ideas and feelings that “Sus Ojos” shows to                 

the player way more exciting. 

 

- 43516: a person really involved with HAL. He’s infiltrated on Hamco7 S.L. to collect information                

and free the people imprisoned on the building where 55481 starts to work. He’s a veteran on HAL                  

and that’s why he’s always leading the fieldwork of the organization. Obviously, he’s totally              

compromised with “the cause” and he has fought for the freedom of human and non-human               

animals for years risking his life and his freedom. He knows 55481 because he was quite close to                  

his parents and he leaves him some clues the night that he switches off the lights for letting him the                    

decision of following them and unraveling the truth (if 55481 truly wants it and has the courage for                  

reaching the end) or keep on with his life as it is. 

45316 is someone who is determined about what he believes in and nothing is able to stop him                  

from getting his objectives, it doesn’t matter how much it costs. For him, the end justifies the                 

means. He’s the mentor of the main character since he guides 55481 to find the truth. 

His name in the organization (name that he adopted as his real name, too) is Thomas. He’s old,                  

tall and thin, but quite strong; Thomas is, also, white-skinned and he has blond hair. His deep blue                  

eyes seem to pierce you (figure 12). 
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- 55481’s parents: they didn’t have much financial resources but they had a great fighting spirit                

that they tried to share with his son. They were not able to do it (at least, as much as they would                      

want) before they were kidnapped by Hamco7 and imprisoned. Matthew and Anne were great              

people, obviously with their contradictions typical of the proletarian class. But they were always              

worried about making the world a better place for every single human and non-human animal. 

Their life was always rough and plagued with difficulties but, as happens with the extraordinary               

(and normal, at the same time) people, it made they grow incredibly as people and develop an                 

incomparable empathy to sentient beings. They had inexhaustible patience and they were always             

open to dialogue. They fought as hard as possible while they could, and that’s all we can aspire to                   

be in our lives. 

Essentially, nobody cared about their disappearance, but their son and their comrades never lost              

hope. 

Matthew was really really thin, he had dark hair and was quite tall. While Anne was fatter than                  

him, she was curvy, brown-haired and shorter than Matthew (figure 13). Now, Anne is just a                

shadow of what she was... 
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- Hamco7 S.L. (figure 14): it’s the antagonist        

character of the game. This company personifies       

capitalism and the characteristic exploitation of this       

economic system. It just takes as profit as possible         

of every single human or non-human animal.       

Basically, it’s a criminal organization that kills,       

kidnaps, threats or makes whatever thing it’s       

necessary to do to achieve its objectives. That        

makes the fight between Hamco7 (representing      

capitalism) and HAL (and the activist people       

fighting for freedom) a struggle to death, literally. It         

doesn’t have any redeemer element or good       

attribute because if it would have it, it won’t         

represent capitalism. 

This company, in its bid of increasing even more its power, allies with corrupt governments that                

cover its trail of corpses. While the system holds on, companies like this one will feel unbeatable.  

But you can’t buy everything with power and money. 

 

- HAL (figure 15): is a “terrorist” organization        

focused on fighting for animal liberation (obviously,       

HAL is an underground organization). Its name       

comes from “Hanimal” (including humans within the       

rest of animals) + “Liberation”. It’s the antiheroe of         

the game since it pursues the objective of freeing         

human and non-human animals but it’s not perfect        

as an entity and it has defects. HAL’s members         

don’t doubt on performing violent acts (and as a         

consequence, some of them are dead or       

imprisoned) to achieve this objective and it earns        

them bad reputation among ordinary people (and,       

obviously, among privileged people) because they      

may consider HAL too “extremist”. That disconnection between militants and the rest of the people               

usually costs that this last people fear revolution or that they don’t want to be linked in any way with                    

people involved in that organization. This is a common problem that happens, even in reality, very                

often with communism, veganism or any other radical solution to the system that don’t get to                

seduce working class because of the distance that conscious people create between them and the               
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rest. Also, the lack of self-criticism condemns, usually, organizations like HAL to disaster (even if in                

the game we don’t get to know if, in the end, they achieve its objectives). 

That are the main “sins” that HAL performs in my game and I want to emphasize it, specially,                  

because I think it’s the predominant problem of left ideologies. 

 

3.4 Levels 

 

The story was described in detail along the previous points of the narrative design block, so this                 

section will be focused on the levels and how to complete them. 

 

3.4.1 The office 

 

During this first level the player will need to find the post-it next it to the flashlight, at the beginning,                    

on reception desk. This will lead him/her to find the remaining numbers, following blue color on the                 

game stage. On the office, another clue is hidden in a drawer with a blue handle (and the clue is                    

written on the backside of a photograph of the main character and his parents); also, the player will                  

need to find a pen drive and use it into the computer that is turned on in the office to get the third                       

number (and he/she will get a bunch of documents about Hamco7’s criminal activities). Finally, the               

last number is the blue “7” that is on the Hamco7’s logo. The password is “2357” and the player is                    

able to know that that’s the order because of the slogan of Hamco7’s posters (that he/she can find                  

along the game) where the player can read “from the lower to the higher of our employees matter                  

to us”. Introducing the password will unlock the door to the control room. 

 

3.4.2 Control room 

 

For opening the door that leads to the zone where the animals are imprisoned the player will have                  

to introduce an ID and a password that he/she will be able to find on a paper (on the floor) behind                     

the table where he/she can find the research done by Hamco7 to 43516 (even if that person is a                   

spy, spies need to write down their passwords too). Once the player gets that information he/she                

will be able to introduce it on the main computer of the control room, unlocking the “last door”. 

 

3.4.3 Shock 

 

This part isn’t a challenging experience for the player and isn’t necessary to get any object or                 

information for completing it. This last “level” of the game is thought for being played focusing on                 
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the atmosphere that exists inside that prison, the horror that 55481 feels when he gets to know the                  

truth and the explanation that 43516 gives him in the end before guiding him to his mother. 

 

3.5 Narrative items list 
 

In the first place, consumable objects (like milkshakes) are problematic since they reward the              

player increasing his/her energy but, narratively, they punish him/her (this is, usually, known as              

ludonarrative dissonance). That’s because of our hypocrisy; our society is a contradiction itself             

really often and, in the end, the player will understand that those objects that he/she used during                 

the game were the remains of innocent people that wanted to live, as it happens with non-human                 

animals. 

 

Apart from consumable objects, there are some narrative items that give information or context to               

the player: 

- Hamco7’s posters with its slogan: they give the player the indirect information that “7” is               

part of the password and the slogan has the clue about the numbers’ order. 

- Folder with the research made by Hamco7’s spy: it consists on photographies, data, virtual              

conversations… a lot of different information about 43516. It seems that the company             

knows that something’s wrong with him and they suspect that he works for HAL. But, now,                

Hamco7 doesn’t seem to be interested on imprisoning him (or killing him, maybe) because              

they want to catch the whole organization and they’re trying to recollect information about              

HAL’s ways of communicating, the organizative structure of the missions…  

It’s located on the drawer with a green handle and the player will be able to get this                  

information only if he/she finds its key (also green) before. 

- Coffee maker and paper cup: they just enrich the environment and give interactive options              

to the player. It’s bad coffee and also it’s cold.  

- Reception computer: 43516 left it turned on for the main character. At this point, HAL is                

introduced to the player. What he/she can read is frightening information about violent             

actions performed by HAL but, also, the player gets to know that Hamco7 is investigating               

their own employees because they think a HAL’s member is infiltrated in the company. 

- Blue post-it: it’s next to the flashlight, on the reception desk. The player can read on it the                  

first clue to unlock the control room door (“2” number); and it implies that someone is                

leaving the player messages because that person wants him/her to reach to the end. 

- Activated computer on the office: Again, 43516 leaves the player information. He/she can             

see HAL’s logo at the screen; maybe it was true that someone from HAL has infiltrated in                 

the company and, now, that person was performing a “crime”. If the player has read the                
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folder of the Hamco7’s spy before it, he/she may notice that the computer was turned on                

using the 43516’s ID, so it’s his desk.  

- Old photograph: the main character and his parents are in the frontside. It’s from some time                

before they disappeared. It makes 55481 feel shocked, specially, when he notices that in              

the backside there’s another number of the password(“3” number) and some words from his              

“helper” that encourage him. It’s located on the drawer with a blue handle of the desk which                 

has a turned on computer, on the office. 

- Pen drive: if the player finds it (on a table, on the office) and goes to the 43516’s desk                   

computer to use it, he/she will get the last clue about the password that 43516 left for 55481                  

(“5” number). And, also, the player will be able to read about some criminal activities that                

Hamco7 has been performing for years (with government support, in exchange of money).             

He/she will get to know the real Hamco7’s face. The first time the player tries to introduce                 

the usb he/she does it in a wrong way and he/she has to try it again. 

- Marketing posters: along the game stage the player can see different type of Hamco7’s              

promotional posters. One of them is a press article that certifies the “humanitarian             

conditions” that Hamco7 provides to its animals. Another one is just a photograph where              

the player can see cows pasturing outdoors, in a really green hill; under the photograph it                

can be read the following “Our animals live in the luxury. Fresh air, green grass… what else                 

could be demanded?”. 

- Reception bell: it’s placed on the front side of the reception desk and it allows the player to                  

touch it and hear a really loud sound. 

- Pile of sheets: there are some in the office, just one of them has information about Hamco7                 

S.L. (there are some proofs of payment related to “animal food” or, at least, that’s the                

subject of the payment. But these food is quite similar to human food, but in a very poor                  

way). The rest of the piles of sheets are empty or they have drawings in them. 

- Reception book: flashlight instruction manual. It shows the player the nocive effects of             

objects, like the flashlight, that use vital energy to work. 

- Some books on an office desk: these books are way more concrete about using vital               

energy to make machines (or any instrument that is need) work. 

- There’s a desk on the office where the player can find some paper sheets with drawings                

criticizing Hamco7 (next to the keyboard) and, if he/she looks in the drawer the player will                

understand the economical problems that made this person arrive to this situation. 

 

3.6 How do I want the player to feel like when he/she completes the game? 
 

Even if it’s obvious which is the point of view that I defend I try to avoid dogmatism in the game as                      

much as I can. What I seek in this game is to awaken the player’s conscience; maybe, he/she                  
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thinks about this discrimination to non-human animals or to proletarian human animals and he/she,              

still, doesn’t care about it. That’s fine to me if I accomplish a thinking from him/her about this topic                   

and its problematics. What we need to grow as a society is our critical analysis, that’s our most                  

powerful weapon. 

 

3.7 Integrating narrative in the gameplay 

 

“Sus Ojos” is, obviously, focused on the development of its narrative section. But using cutscenes               

or videos to show the information to the player doesn’t contribute to the interactive nature of the                 

videogames and it can annoy and bore the player (also, it’s much “colder” watching something than                

playing it). That’s why the appropriate approach to the development of this project was very related                

to find a way of integrating the information through the environment and letting the decision of                

looking for them to the player and, at the same time, creating an interesting diegetic world that                 

increases the player’s curiosity, pushing him/her to explore but not forcing him/her. 

To achieve this, first of all, it was necessary to develop a story that leaves some mysteries to the                   

player and keeps him/her looking for information to find out what’s really happening. It’s quite hard                

to balance the serious tone and the rigid intention of not over explaining with creating a game                 

capable of being entertaining to the player, while discussing with him/her about a social problem as                

the specism. 

Then, it was necessary to split the story into pieces and relate these pieces with different                

interactable items that could be in Hamco7’s building. And, also, developing the dialogues of the               

main character about the different items and the information that he finds along the game needed                

effort since it was a must to create believable dialogues. Too frivolous and the player won’t take it                  

seriously; too serious and the player won’t be really interested. 

The game starts “in medias res ” and gives no context using a start cutscene (or something similar).                 

Using a start cutscene is a really common technique that developers use to introduce their worlds                

to the player but, in this case, it didn’t feel like a good idea. “Sus Ojos” starts “in medias res ”                    

because not knowing anything about what’s happening or what does the world is like makes it                

more interesting to the player to explore the environment and find out by himself/herself what’s all                

like. The mere exposition (like cutscenes) underestimates the power of the interaction (main             

distinguishing feature of the videogames respect the rest of the arts) and its effect in the player. It                  

won’t never be the same doing something than seeing something. Being part of what’s happening               

make that what happens is our fault or our merit. 
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3.8 Ludonarrative dissonance as a tool 
 

Ludonarrative dissonance exists when there’s a conflict between a videogame’s narrative and its             

gameplay. It’s, usually, seen as a bad development work from the developers because these              

different blocks of the game development aren’t built in parallel and it generates a bad feeling for                 

the player since it makes no sense, most of the times. 

But in this case, “Sus Ojos” uses ludonarrative dissonance to make the player feel in a really                 

concrete way. The game pushes the player to consume Hamco7’s milkshakes because they             

increase player’s energy (necessary if he/she wants to use the lantern). “Sus Ojos” gameplay              

promotes this action because it wants the player to feel destroyed once the game narrative reveals                

to the player what that products were made of. 

So, what we find here is a deep contradiction (that’s why there’s ludonarrative dissonance)              

between what the player needs to do to go forward on the game and what he/she gets to discover                   

narratively. But “Sus Ojos” takes profit of this as a tool to make the player feel the contradiction of                   

his/her acts and the contradictions of our society, at the same time.  

It tries to point out our hypocrite behaviours, as a society, like caring about harmed dogs or                 

refusing bull torture while we agree with the abuse that the meat industry inflicts to the rest of the                   

animals.  

And, using ludonarrative dissonance, the game conveys the idea of this inner conflict to the player                

without any need of exposing him/her the idea directly but through the gameplay (in conjunction               

with the environmental narrative). 

This is just one of the bunch of hypocrite behaviours that we all have inside us. It’s quite difficult to                    

deconstruct them and build new ones but, if we want to improve our society and to preserve Earth,                  

we need to put some effort on it. That’s what I want the player to think about because we don’t                    

think enough about how we behave with the rest of the living beings of our planet as we destroy it. 
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The game will have a dark aesthetic and it’s as realistic as possible (obviously, knowing the                

limitations). Several free 3D models (which required the application of materials or textures) from              

internet were used and the rest were created. 

 

The main reference   

for me (although it’s a     

narrative reference,  

too) is “The Stanley    

Parable” (figure 16).   

Its scenes (focusing   

on the office part) are     

pretty realistic even if    

they don’t have a    

graphic quality as, for    

example, “Uncharted  

4” (Naughty Dog,   

2016). The objective was to create an organic space where the player could feel free to explore                 

and research every single piece of the scene. 

 

4.1 Game world 

 

The game space was created according to the specific needs that were relevant for the               

development of the story. 
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The building (figure 17) is     

divided in four different areas: 

- Reception (figure 18):   

it’s the “friendliest” part    

of Hamco7’s building,   

since it’s the most    

public one. It’s   

decorated with plants,   

lots of seats to wait     

and, even, a coffee    

maker. 

It represents the   

“mask” that Hamco7   

shows to the world. 
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Models used creating the reception: 

- Plant([16]). 
- Coffee table([17]). 
- Paper cup([18]). 
- Coffee maker([19]). 
- Plant2([20]). 
- Sofa([21]). 
- Post-it([22]). 
- Monitor([23]).* 
- Keyboard([24]).* 
- CPU([25]).* 
- Chair2([28]). 
- Milkshake([29]).* 
- Flashlight([30]). 
- Coffee cup([31]). 
- Orchid([32]). 
- Chair([33]).* 
- Reception bell([35]). 
- Reception desk([36]). 
- Book([37]).* 
- Pile of sheets([37]).* 
*used, too, creating the “office” zone 

 

- Office (figure 19): it’s not so friendly. The whole space is filled with desks isolated by thin                 

walls, representing the division between workers that capitalism creates. There isn’t any            

space to take a break     

and drink some coffee    

with the rest of    

employees. Walls are   

empty except for the    

Hamco7’s poster. It’s a    

distant space. 

 

Models used creating   

the office: 

- Usb([15]). 
- Key([27]). 
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- Desk([34]). 
 

- Control room: the real face of Hamco7. This room allows to spy and control the employees                

constantly. It’s filled with screens, computers and several comforts (since people working            

here are trustable for Hamco7) like a fridge, a table with some chairs to have breaks and                 

drink or eat… 

 

Models used creating the control room: 

- Desk2([26]). 
 

- Prison: the hidden truth. Along this zone, after the long corridor, there are cages were               

animals (humans, in this case) are imprisoned and used as raw material and batteries.              

There aren’t beds and the size of cages is really reduced for the amount of people that                 

“lives” inside them. 

 

4.2 Head-Up-Display 
 

The HUD of the game is very simple. It consists just of the energy bar and the dialogue boxes (and                    

the panel that shows up when interacting with an object). 

 

The energy bar (figure 20) is just a green slider that represent the amount of energy that the player                   

has, being updated constantly. But its color changes depending on the percentage of remaining              

battery. 

 

The dialogue box (figure 21) and the panel for interaction are black images with relatively low alpha                 

with text inside, which are modified on runtime. There are just few dark grey lines that divide the                  

dialogue box between the “name” section (there, it’s placed the name of the object or the name of                  

the person talking) and the text section (there, the text is showed up to the player). Also it has                   

another little section that reminds the player that he/she should use ‘R’ for charging the next piece                 

of dialogue. Each “section” is independent from the other ones. 
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The cursor is invisible and it’s locked to the screen center and represented as a small plane. 

 

4.3 Sound effects 

 

The sound effects of “Sus ojos” need to contribute to its oppressive and uncomfortable              

atmosphere. The game happens during night and it’s all quite quiet. 

That’s why the sounds need to “break” that silent, like it happens with a thunder during a quiet                  

night. 

After they’re chosen they’re, also, modificated to adapt them to the project needs. 

 

Sound effects used: 

- “Footsteps”([1]). 
- “USB”([2]). 
- “Drawer being opened”([3]). 
- “Storm”([4]). 
- “Doorbell”([5]). 
- “Door being opened”([6]). 
- “Key being pressed”([7]). 
- “Keys”([8]). 
- “Straw sounds”([9]). 
- “Button”([10]). 
- “Sheets”([11]). 
- “Book pages”([12]). 
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4.4 Menus 

 

The game implements a main menu which allows the player to begin the experience, take a look at                  

the controls or quit the game (figure 22). 

 

 

 

The pause menu just    

allows the player to    

resume or to quit the     

game (figure 23). 

 

TextMesh Pro [14] was    

used to develop the    

main menu and the    

pause menu. 
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5.1 Tools 

 

The game has been developed in a laptop with the following specifications: 

- OS Windows 10. 

- Nvidia GeForce GTX 1070. 

- Intel i7-7700HQ. 

- 16 GB of RAM. 

 

The tools used to develop the game are the following: 

- Unity 2017.4.0f1 (and Monodevelop). 

- 3Ds Max 2018. 

- Adobe Photoshop CC. 

- https://audiotrimmer.com/es/ 

 

5.2 Dialogue system 

 

The developed system is directly related with the interaction with items of the game. That’s               

because the interaction system is the one in charge of triggering the dialogues (generally). The               

system that is used is really intuitive and simple and it allows the developer to add the dialogue text                   

using the Unity editor. 

 

In the first place, the “Dialogue” class (figure 24) is used as base of the system; it’s quite simple. 
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“Dialogue” objects allow to set the number of sentences that the dialogue will have, the name of                 

the person talking or the object that the dialogue refers to and the minimum and maximum amount                 

of text for each sentence. 

 

Now, the “DialogueTrigger” class (figure 25) is the one that is attached to the interactable objects                

that will trigger a dialogue. It just has a public “dialogue” object (which allows the developer to add                  

the dialogue text using the editor (figure 26)) and a function called “TriggerDialogue()” that will start                

the dialogue when it’s called. 

 

But the “TriggerDialogue()” function uses a “DialogueManager” and that’s the last class that’s used. 

“DialogueManager” class is used for controlling every single aspect about showing up the dialogue              

once it’s triggered.  

 

The “StartDialogue” function (figure 27) is the one called inside “TriggerDialogue()”. 
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It triggers the animation that shows up the dialogue box and, then, it enqueues the sentences                

(once they’re obtained from “DialogueTrigger” class) in one of its public variables called, also,              

sentences (that is a Queue<string>). It, also, controls the displaying of the next sentence, once the                

player has read it and he/she presses ‘R’ and ends the dialogue when there aren’t more string to                  

show (triggering the animation that hides the dialogue box). 

 

5.3 Player movement 
 

It uses the “CharacterController” functionality (from Unity).  

 

As can be seen in figure 28, basically, after getting the input and converting the data in a Vector3,                   

the code limits the max. speed allowed (also it’s controlled that framerate doesn’t change speed)               

and the “movement” Vector3 is applied to the character using the “Move” function of the               

“CharacterController”. 
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5.4 Interaction with items 
 

The system that allows this interaction is based on using “Raycast”. So, in the “Update()” method                

(figure 29): 

 

Then, if “hit” is true is checked, and if it is (figure 30, as an example of interaction with the screen of                      

a computer): 

 

For example, if the collided object is the monitor that is on the reception desk and the player is near                    

enough a panel will appear (it informs the player that he/she can press ‘E’ to interact). If he/she                  

does it that panel will hide, the dialogue box will be activated and the dialogue will be triggered as                   

explained on “5.2”. 

If the collided object is a consumable objects it will get destroyed after pressing ‘E’ and it will                  

increase player’s energy; also, the code manages to activate and disable a color “halo” around               

some objects while the “Raycast” collides with them and the player is in range. These halos help                 

the player to recognize the object that is being collided by the “Raycast” since the game is very                  

dark and it may be confusing sometimes. Using this system, sound effects are triggered, usually. 
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5.5 Password input 
 

To unlock the control room door a password is need. It had more sense, for this game, introducing                  

the password numbers using the keyboard. 

To allow that, coroutines were used and, also, detection of key pressing. That’s because the game                

tries to involve the player and introducing the password by himself/herself it’s more powerful than               

giving him/her options to choose (for example). 

Once the player interacts with the safety dispositive that needs the password, an “input field” is                

shown at the same time the dialogue box appears. 

While the “input field” is active the “InputPassword” class works (controlling the key input and               

unlocking the door if the password is right or deleting the numbers if the player fails introducing one                  

of them). The length of the input password introduced by the player is used to check if he/she is                   

right and the numbers introduced, obviously, too. 

 

5.6 Audio Manager 
 

To manage the sound effects of the game it was necessary to implement an audio manager. Its                 

base is the “Sound” class (figure 31). 

 

This class gives several options about the sounds:        

volume, pitch, if the sound has to be looped… 

 

The “Audio Manager” class implements inside its       

“Awake()” method some code lines that allow the        

maintenance of the “Audio Manager” object through       

different scenes (figure 32). 
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The “Audio Manager” class, also, uses a “sounds” array (using the “Sound” class as a base, as                 

said before) and inside the “Awake()” method this array is used to set the sound values that will be                   

used. 

The “Audio  

Manager” class  

implements a  

“Play(name of the   

sound)” function  

(figure 33) that   

allows to play a    

sound whenever it’s required. This function is, most of the time, called from the interaction system                

whenever the player interacts with an item.  

 

5.7 Lighting and post-processing 

 

For this project some post-processing effects were used. Concretely, “post-processing stack” from            

the Asset Store [13]. 
It allows the developer to attach a “Post Processing Behaviour” to the camera and it needs a “Post                  

Processing Profile” to work. 

The “Post Processing Profile” has lots of options. Ambient occlusion was used(not much, anyway,              

since the game is very dark). Ambient occlusion calculates approximately how bright light should              

be shining any specific part of a surface. 
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Bloom was used, too. Because, combined with a shader, it allowed to create materials that shine                

(as the computer screens) which was really interesting for the game because, in the darkness,               

screens glow and they look quite real. 

Finally, the vignette effect was used too because it darkened the view limits of the camera focusing                 

the importance on the center of the screen. 

To endark the game the directional light and the skybox were disabled(as they were useless for                

this indoor game). The “lighting” Unity tab was used and the source of the environmental lighting                

was changed to “Color” (being, now, a quite dark black color). 

 

5.8 Main menu and pause menu 

 

The main menu is quite simple and it works with the “On click ()” functionality that Unity3D                 

implements allowing the player to go through the different information panels or to start the game                

experience. It just uses a very simple script that loads the game or closes the application. 

 

The pause menu gives two options to       

the player: resume or quit. 

The pause menu shows up when the       

player presses ‘Esc’. This is controlled      

using a script which is a component of        

the scene Canvas(as can be seen in       

figure 34). 

 

The “Pause()” method stops the game time and activates the pause menu setting the “resume”               

button to default, since the pause menu is moved with the arrow keys(figure 35). The same                

operations but inverted are implemented inside the “Resume()” method (figure 35). 
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The “quit” option just implements “Application.Quit()” and triggers when quit button is pressed. 

 

5.9 Clues discovered by the player 
 

Given the importance of the narrative elements to go forward in the game it’s relevant that the                 

player is able to check the clues that he/she discovered along the time he/she played.  

To allow this, a panel was created inside the scene Canvas. It has some empty texts located along                  

the screen space. Also, the clues (strings) are stored in the script that manages the interaction of                 

the player with the game items. The empty texts are          

stored too in this script (using an array). 

Knowing all that, whenever the player interacts with an         

item that provides him/her an important clue about the         

game is checked which is the next text that is still empty            

and it’s filled with the corresponding clue(figure 36). 

This implementation allows that the clues are shown on         

the “clues menu” only if the player discovered them and          

respecting the order in which him/her discovered them. 

The “clues menu” just shows up while the player holds ‘X’ pressed. 

 

5.10 Energy slider 
 

There’s a script attached to the slider that measures the player’s energy and it implements the                

possibility of changing the slider color given certain conditions. For example, color changes from              

green to yellow when it has less than 75% of the bar filled. It checks (on the “Update()” method) the                    

actual value of the slider and, if it’s the case, it uses a color.Lerp on the fill area and the                    

background area to change the color to the desired one. 

It helps to advice the player if he/she is wasting too much energy or if he/she is almost out of                    

energy, visually (without needing to tell him/her directly by text or using other ways). 
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The demo gameplay can be seen in the video that follows (it’s recommended to increase the                

screen brightness and to use headphones to watch the video and to play the game) (click on figure                  

37 to see the video): 

 

 

Also, an Unity “build” to test the game can be downloaded using this link. 

 

At the beginning, when the game is executed, the main menu appears. It gives the player different                 

options and if he/she presses on “play” the game will start (after giving the player some                

recommendations to play “Sus Ojos”) (figure 38). 
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“Sus Ojos” starts “in medias res ” when lights are switched off, suddenly, while the main character                

walks around the Hamco7’s reception (figure 39). 
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Narrative is integrated in the gameplay and, along the environment, the player will be able to                

interact with different items that will give information to him/her (figure 40). This lets the decision of                 

exploring the story to the player. 

 

 

To look for information and to unravel the Hamco7’s conspiracy the player will need to use the                 

flashlight, that makes easier to find little objects that give information about the world or objetcs that                 

help the player to go forward on the game (figure 41 and 42). 
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The game implements, too, a “clues” menu that allows the player to look at the clues that he/she                  

already discovered during the game (figure 43).  
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The door that leads to the control room is locked and there’s a safety device (next to the door) that                    

needs a password to unlock the door (figure 44). 

 

 

After obtaining information along the level the player will be able to introduce the password on the                 

safety device using the numeric pad (figure 45). 
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Once the door is unlocked, this will lead the player to a corridor where a panel will show up that                    

tells him/her that the game will continue, in the future (figure 46). 
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This project has been a really difficult challenge because it requires a huge amount of work to                 

create not much gameplay time when talking of narrative games. Mechanic based games are,              

usually, easier to “loop” and making them fun for the player is challenging too but developers don’t                 

need (again, usually) to put too much effort on the narrative part of the project. Generating an                 

attractive and interesting world where the player wants to spend his/her time feels specially              

complex when the main topic of the game is as specific and serious (and unknown by society) as                  

antispecism.  

 

A big amount of time was invested on thinking, improving and writing (and “re-writing”) the story,                

but limitations related to other areas of the development retarded it noticeably. Implementing in the               

project what was imagined or thought is never as easy as it seems (and sometimes it’s as hard as                   

it seems). 

 

Maybe, what was planned to do was too ambitious. The fact is that just the a part of the game was                     

developed but the whole game is designed (specially, narratively). But even if it was too ambitious                

it was a chance to take a look at how much time it costs to develop anything and, also, it helps to                      

notice how difficult is to plan a project properly.  

 

After working on this project is easy to feel admired about the games that are launched every day.                  

Developers put so much effort and their souls into their projects and, very often, they fail, lose their                  

money… It’s hard, maybe some games deserve more recognition and they’re not lucky with              

marketing or whatever. It makes you think. 

 

The future is uncertain and nobody knows what he/she will be doing in a few years. But let’s try to                    

improve the industry and let’s work hard to bring even better games to the players. 
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